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Vision 

With the use of user-generated data, Habidatum performed Tbilisi parks’ analysis and typology 
to inform World Bank’s recommendations to the city municipality about the prioritization of 
investment, related to urban regeneration and quality of existing green and recreational 
amenities. 
 
Green and recreational spaces are considered a necessary component of a comfortable city. 
They do not generate revenue by themselves, and cannot be developed in order to extract land 
rent; but they have positive economic impact on environment, healthcare, and the proximity to 
parks increases the value of real estate related assets.  
 
The parks located in a city center and those that are scattered around the urban periphery are 
entirely different. Central city areas are usually low in green spaces, although they are most in 
need of such quiet areas for rest. The urban periphery, on the other hand, is characterized by a 
less dense morphology, which contains more greenery. However, the peripheral parks of 
post-Soviet cities are usually not perceived as zones for recreation and not included in the 
people's daily routine.  
 
Method 

In this study, we identify various types of parks in Tbilisi by their actual usage profile. To 
measure popularity and attitudes towards them, as well as visitors’ behavioral patterns, we 
analyzed social media and smartphone application data both in space and in time. 
 
Social media data is represented by posts from social networks that have a timestamp, location 
coordinates and contains texts and images, and smartphone applications data is based on GPS 
data that's been derived from apps whose users are sharing anonymized background location.  
 
These types of data were complemented to see both popular parks and ones that are a part of 
people’s daily routine. The general pattern shows that parks that are most passable according 
to the app-data are located within the ranges of the highest densities of activity in social media. 
The least passable parks are located in the peripheral zone of Tbilisi, where activity is rare and 
tied to shopping malls or metro stations. 
 
 



Result 

As a result, we were able to come out with parks’ typology based on its usage patterns and 
public perception and identify urban policy directions that can make them more comfortable and 
effective. It allowed us to draw the following conclusions: 
 

I. Parks differ not just by the intensity of use (largely dictated by location and type of 
assets) but also by consistency and time of use 

II. The territory of some parks is not fully and evenly utilized 
III. Parks have weak identities, and events have a limited impact on the use of parks  

 
First, there are four distinct groups of green and recreational areas based on their popularity 
and pedestrian traffic (fig. 1). Central parks with constant social media activity permanently 
attract visitors. On the contrary, less popular and non-central green and recreational areas 
mostly showed weak and sparse activity on social media. Providing functions and services 
expected by the local community, which does not have other parks in its area is a way to make 
them more lively and valuable. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Parks’ spatial typology 



 

Fig. 2. Parks’ temporal typology: constant activity with a night gap. Temporal distribution of 
social media posts visualized in Chronotope App on an average day. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Parks’ temporal typology: several activity peaks. Temporal distribution of social media 
posts visualized in Chronotope App on an average day. 



 
Secondly, the recreational potentials of some parks are not fully unlocked: visible activity is 
mainly induced by the outer centers and/or by adjoining the central part of the city. 

 
Fig. 4. Botanical garden (spatial distribution of social media posts visualized in Chronotope 
App). 
 
Lastly, the analysis of social media posts showed that the parks have weak identities, and their 
events have a limited impact on their use. 
 
Strengthening the specialization of green and recreational spaces on various types of activity in 
combination with profiling can revitalize these green spaces and bring them back to the urban 
scene, catalyze the interest for urban spaces from different groups of people and introduce new 
audiences that previously ignored them.  
 
 
Using data for various types of urban analysis can be extremely useful to understand a wide 
range of city processes. Complementing the research with cell phone data will improve the 
mobility patterns analysis and help explore tourist flows. Monitoring the parks after the 
improvements are made is another important way to measure the changes and their influence 
on the urban environment. 
 
The project summary presented is an abstract from the final client report. 


